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President’s Welcome
Dear Members,
Happy International
Women’s Day to
Everyone! International
Women’s Day (8 March)
is a day for us to join
voices with people
around the world and
shout our message for
equal rights loud and
clear: “Women’s rights
are human rights!”
Welcome all to the 63rd edition of our newsletter and I hope you are all safe and well and
ready for SSA-QLD Branch’s upcoming events and engagements in 2021 😊
As COVID-19 seems to be under control in QLD state, the branch is planning face to face
events for the upcoming months, following COVID-19 Health and Safety Plan and Social
Distancing Protocols.The QLD Branch has been engaging with the National Soil Strategy
(NSS) group and has contributed in several important discussions. The Branch is also
working closely with Federal to address any gap in the NSS.
We are planning to run a Soil Refresher Course in April with The Australian
Contaminated Land Consultants Association Inc. (ACLCA) and a few engagement events
with industry professionals across QLD. The QLD Branch has just started interviewing
different key industries from this edition who are contributing to our QLD Soil Health.
Huge thanks go to my team of QLD Branch Committee and Sub-Committee members for
their fantastic support and dedication to QLD members.

I am looking forward to having the opportunity to meet many of you during QLD Branch
events that I am planning to hold throughout the year.
Yours faithfully
Dr Maryam Esfandbod
SSA Queensland Branch President
2020-2021

Calendar of Events
Events for 2021

Date

Location

2nd Qld Branch OGM & StudentIndustry Night

25 March 2021

Nathan Campus, Griffith
university

Gladstone Soils Training

April?

CQU?

Soils Refresher Course

April?

TBA

3rd Qld Branch OGM & Organic Waste
& Soil Health event with AORA

14 May

Cultural Centre, Lockyer
Valley

Gladstone Industry engagement

Late June

CQU

4th Qld Branch OGM & North Qld
farming and Soil Health

Late July

JCU

Qld Branch Bus Tour?

August?

TBA

Qld Branch AGM

Friday, 27
August 2021 or
3 September
2021?

TBA

Student-Industry Night: Student Awards SSA Queensland Branch # 2nd OGM
Join and celebrate the outstanding achievements of students at this annual event that
showcases students interests and contributions’ research projects to Soil Science and
provides networking opportunities for industry, government, researchers, and students.
At this event, the Queensland Branch of Soil Science Australia (SSA) partnered with
Professional Environmental Women’s Association-Qld Branch (PEWA-QLD) along with
generous sponsorship by Australian laboratory Services-Environment (ALS) to host the
‘Student-Industry Night: Student Awards’ event at Nathan Campus, Griffith University,
Brisbane on 25 Mar 2021.
Speakers
Prof Hugh Possingham
QLD Chief Scientist
Hugh is a conservation scientist and mathematician who has
held positions in the university, public and not-for profit sectors.
He is a Foreign Associate of the US National Academy of
Sciences and a Fellow of the Australian Academy of Science. He
completed his PhD at Oxford University in 1987 as a Rhodes
Scholar and was most recently the Chief Scientist at The Nature
Conservancy, a global conservation organisation operating in 79
countries. A winner of two Eureka Prizes, his most significant contribution to conservation
was the co-development of Marxan, software first used to rezone the Great Barrier Reef,
and now used in almost every country in the world to inform the expansion of their marine
and terrestrial protected area systems. Hugh has worked with all levels of government and
many not-for-profit organisations, pro bono, to improve the state of Australia’s threatened
species and habitats. He is currently on the board of directors of BirdLife Australia.
Ms Roz Bird
Business Group Leader and Technical Director –
Contamination Assessment and Remediation
Roz is qualified as Bachelor of Applied Science (Environmental
Science), Bachelor of Business (Management), Master of
Business Administration (current). She is connected Member,
Environmental Institute of Australia and New Zealand
(EIANZ); Member, Australian Contaminated Land Consultants
Association (ACLCA); Committee Member, Australian Land
and Groundwater Association (ALGA). Roz has over fourteen years’ experience in
contaminated land assessment and remediation. Roz has worked on a variety of projects

including Stage 1 and 2 Assessments, soil and groundwater remediation and health and
ecological risk assessments. Roz has successfully managed a number of large scale
projects from initial assessment through to remediation and validation and has operated
as the contaminated land coordinator on a number of large infrastructure projects.
OGM JUST for Members: 5-5:30 pm
Student-Industry Night: 6-8 pm
Venue:
0.11, Lecture Theatre, Sir Samuel Griffith Centre (N78), Nathan Campus, Griffith
University

Student member: Free

Price:
Student Non-Member: $5
Non-Member: $55

Member: $35

Please register in link below:
www.soilscienceaustralia.org.au/events/student-industry-night-qld-branch
Thanks for your support with Soil Science Australia QLD Branch and look forward to
seeing you all.

QLD Branch Sub-Committee
QLD Branch has never had a Sub-COM the past few years which could help and support
the COM by advising to right direction and judging on award.
So for the first time ever, Dr Maryam Esfandbod, Branch President, invited the most
Active Senior Soil Scientists across QLD, from academia, government, industry and
farming group, to be part of Sub-COM.
Here are the Sub-COM members:
Academia representative:
Prof Neal Menzies- Chair
Prof Chengrong Chen- Deputy Chair
Government representative:
Dr Paul Lawrence: Executive Director-DES
Andrew Biggs: Senior Soil Scientist- DNRME
Industry representative:
Dr Gillian Kopittke: Scientist at BP
Dr Silvana Santomartino: Director for PSK Environmental
Farming representative:
Mr Chris Norman CEO for QLD NRM
Prof Neal Menzies - Chair
Dean of Agriculture, and Professor of Soil and
Environmental Science, The University of Queensland.
Neal Menzies has a passion for agriculture and the
environment, and has used his role as a teacher and
research leader to bring others into this highly rewarding
field. He believes that agricultural and environmental
scientists must go further than identifying where human
activity is harming the environment, they must also deliver
workable solutions to the problems they identify. While his
research spans a range of agricultural issues, he considers
himself primarily a soil chemist, and sees soil science as a
central discipline in the solution of a broad range of
problems. Neal’s main research interests are plant mineral nutrition, bio-toxicity of
trace metals, and the development of sustainable but highly productive tropical farming
systems. Following his PhD at the University of Queensland, Neal worked at the
International Institute of Tropical Agriculture in Cameroon, and then as an academic at
the University of Newcastle upon Tyne in the UK, before returning to Australia to take a
position at the University of Queensland. Neal has undertaken many leadership roles in
his discipline area of soil science and in agriculture more generally. He is a Past

President of the Australian Society of Soil Science, and Past Vice-President of the
International Union of Soil Science. He currently serves on the National Research and
Innovation Committee and the Australian Soils Network, and is the immediate past
President of the Australian Council of Deans of Agriculture.

Prof Chengrong Chen – Deputy Chair
Director for Resource, recovery, Recycling & Remanufacturing
(4R) Waste Hub and Leader for Environmental Biogeochemstry
Research Lab (EBRL)
Chengrong Chen is a Professor in Environmental
Biogeochemistry, School of Environment and Science, Griffith
University. In the past 25 years, Prof Chen’s research areas
include: biogeochemical cycling of carbon and nutrients in
terrestrial ecosystems and the interface of land and water, soilplant root-microbe interaction, soil health, mine rehabilitation,
restoration of degraded ecosystems and agricultural disposal of
recycled organics and biochar application and fertilization. Prof Chen has been studying
soil C sequestration, soil N and P availability and dynamics and soil microbial diversity
and function under environmental changes, using isotopic techniques, molecular biology
and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy. Prof Chen has published over 150
refereed journal papers since 2001. Most of his papers have been published in high
impact journals, including Ecology Letters, Change Biology, Scientific Report, Soil
Biology and Biochemistry. He was awarded a prestigious ARC Future Fellowship (20092013). He is a submission / Associate/ Consulting Editor of five journals (Scientific
Reports, Soil Research, Plant and Soil etc.).
Dr Paul Lawrence– Government representative
Executive Director, Science Delivery and Knowledge
Department of Environment and Science
Paul Lawrence is the Executive Director for Science Delivery
and Knowledge within the Queensland Department of
Environment and Science. He has over 40 years of
experience in land and water processes, modelling, and
decision support systems and has participated in national
and technical advisory committees in natural resource
management, reef water quality, land use planning and soil carbon. He managed the
science program for the Queensland Climate Change Centre of Excellence, and is also the
founding Director for the Queensland Water Modelling Network and Chairs the Steering
Panel and Core Group. He has a strong interest in multidisciplinary science to inform
policy and planning, and proactive in collaborative networks across government,
university, industry and the private sectors. He holds a Bachelor and Masters Degrees
from Griffith University, and a PhD from the University of Arizona in multiple criteria
decision support systems. He has also completed an OECD Post-Doctoral Fellowship
and an Executive Masters in Public Administration from Monash University.

Andrew Biggs– Government representative
Senior Soil Scientist at Department of Natural
Resources, Mines & Energy
Andrew Biggs is a pedologist and soil surveyor based
in Toowoomba with the Department of Resources.
He has spent 30 years mapping and studying the soils
and landscapes of various parts of Queensland, in
particular southern inland Queensland. His areas of
expertise include salinity investigation and risk
assessment and the role of soils in ecological studies.

Dr Gillian Kopittke– Industry representative
Senior Scientist at BP
Gillian has more than 20 years’ experience
consulting in the contaminated land and mining
sectors, and in academia in Australia and the
Netherlands in soil science research. She is
experienced in conducting environmental site
investigations, undertaking environmental
monitoring, and completing remediation programs.
Gillian manages a number of legacy sites with long
environmental / remediation histories, bringing
them through to successful conclusions for a major
oil client. She is a Certified Professional Soil Scientist (CPSS) with a specialisation in
Contaminated Site Assessment and Management. She is a past president of SSA Qld
Branch and remains involved with the national Soils in Schools program, believing the
future of our soils is in the hands of our children.

Dr Silvana Santomartino– Industry representative
Director for PSK Environmental
Silvana Santomartino has a PhD in Environmental
Geochemistry from La Trobe University and is a Certified
Professional Soil Scientist (CPSS). She has over 20 years’ of
research and consulting experience in environmental
geochemistry, particularly related to soil, rock and water quality
assessments, management and treatment. After completing her
PhD in the treatment of acidic and metalliferous drainage, and
working for multi-national geotechnical and engineering
consultancy companies, Silvana established her own company,
PSK Environmental, in 2013. Silvana was President of the Queensland Branch of Soil

Science Australia in 2017-2018 after 10 years in various roles on the Soil Science
Australia committee.
Chris Norman– Farming Group representative
CEO for NRM Regions Queensland
Chris Norman started with NRM Regions Queensland in midFebruary 2020 as the new Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
working with the 12 regional NRM bodies across the State (and
part of the 54 such organisations nationally) to build resilient
landscapes and optimistic communities. Prior to that, he had
been the CEO of the Goulburn Broken Catchment Management
Authority (CMA) in northern Victoria since December 2009.
Over his time with this organisation Chris oversaw one of the
largest on-farm irrigation upgrade projects in Australia’s history as well as delivering the
biggest environmental flows seen down the Goulburn and Murray Rivers. Chris has
tertiary qualifications in science and rural resource management as well as Diplomas in
Frontline Management and Company Directors.

Successful Queensland Recipients of High
Prestigious Award: Australian research
Council Discovery Project (ARC-DP):
The Branch President, Dr Maryam Esfandbod, on behalf of QLD branch members and
Soil Science community would like to say big congrats to Prof Chengrong Chen from
Griffith University and Prof Michael Bird from James Cook University to receiving the
most competitive and high prestigious academia awards of ARC-DP in Soil Science.
There are total 7 funded ARC DP grants on soil science in Australia that 2 of them from
QLD. Here are the brief of their ARC-DP:

Prof Chengrong Chen from Griffith University
Title:
Unravelling soil carbon response to global warming in fire-affected ecosystems
Summary:
This project aims to reveal the continental pattern of soil carbon (C) response to
warming in fire-affected ecosystems across Australia and to unravel the biogeochemical
mechanisms underlying fire’s role in shaping the temperature sensitivity of soil
respiration. Fire has modified over 40% of the Earth’s land surface and wildfire
frequency is predicted to increase under global warming. This project expects to generate
new knowledge on how fire influences soil-to-atmosphere C fluxes in a warmer climate
using a multi-disciplinary approach. Expected outcomes include an enhanced capacity to
predict the terrestrial ecosystem-to-atmosphere C fluxes and their feedbacks to climate
under increasing frequency of fire using Earth-system models.
Bio:
Prof Chengrong Chen was trained as a Soil Scientist in Fujian Agricultural and Forestry
University, obtaining a MSc in Biological Sciences in the University of Waikato in 1997
and a PhD in Biogeochemistry at Lincoln University, New Zealand in 2000. He was
awarded an ARC Future Fellow (2009-2014). He is currently leading the Soil
Environmental Biogeochemistry Research Group and the 4R Waste Hub at Griffith
University. His key research areas include: biogeochemical cycling of carbon and
nutrients in terrestrial ecosystems, recycling of wastes for enhancing soil carbon
sequestration, improving soil quality and health, and mitigating drought, nutrient
pollutant tracing in reef, and restoration of degraded ecosystems. Currently he is leading
a number of large ARC, CRC and ACIAR grants on soil carbon dynamics, soil health and
organic waste recycling. He is the Chair, Commission 4.3: Soils and Land Use Change,
the International Union of Soil Sciences’ (IUSS), member of the International Advisory
Committee, International Society for Environmental Biogeochemistry and a submission
/ Associate Editor of six journals (Scientific Reports, Soil Research, Plant and Soil, Land
Degradation and Development, J Soils and Sediments, Frontiers in Forest and Global
Change). Prof Chen has published over 175 refereed journal papers since 2001, with
11,000 citations and a H-index of 48 (Google Scholar).

Prof Michael Bird from James Cook University
Title:
Pyrogenic carbon sequestration in Australian soils
Summary:
Pyrogenic Carbon (PyC; 'charcoal') is a poorly understood component of the global
carbon cycle. It important because it is resistant to degradation and hence has potential
soil carbon sequestration benefits. This project applies a new technique (hydrogen
pyrolysis), in combination with spectroscopic techniques, to quantify PyC in a panAustralian soil sample set, collected using uniform stratified sampling and preparation
protocols. This will enable the mapping of soil PyC stocks in relation to environmental
and soil variables across Australia. The results will enable understanding of the controls
on PyC sequestration potential in Australian soils and contribute to ongoing efforts to
quantify soil PyC stocks and dynamics globally.
Bio:
Michael Bird trained as an Earth Scientist at the University of Sydney and the Australian
National University, obtaining a PhD in isotope geochemistry in 1988. Following a
postdoctoral fellowship at the University of Western Ontario in Canada, he returned to
Australia as Research Fellow, Queen Elizabeth II Fellow and Fellow at the Research
School of Earth Sciences, Australian National University. In 2000 he took up an
Associate Professorship in Singapore and in 2004 moved to the Chair in Environmental
Change at the University of St. Andrews in Scotland. He returned again to Australia in
2009 to take up a and Australian Research Council Federation Fellowship and then
Laureate Fellowship. He is currently Distinguished Professor in the College of Science
and Engineering at James Cook University (Cairns campus). He leads a research group
focused terrestrial biogeochemistry and environmental change in tropical Australia and
Southeast Asia. He is also a co-investigator with the Australian Research Council Centre
of Excellence for Australian Biodiversity and Heritage (CABAH).

Interview with Michael Heery, State
Manager - QLD at ALS Environmental
Over the next couple of Qld Branch Newsletters we will talk to a range of different
industry representatives, to re-introduce them to seasoned soil practitioners and to
introduce different career paths to students and/or early career soil practitioners. For
this newsletter we sat down with Michael Heery, the Queensland State Manager of ALS
Environmental.

Michael Heery (source LinkedIn)
SSA Qld: Can you quickly introduce yourself?
Michael Heery (MH): I am Michael Heery, the Qld State Manager for ALS
Environmental. I have been with ALS for 26 years, starting in the lab as an Organic
Chemist, but have been a Manager of the ALS Brisbane laboratory, which provides a
suite of Acid Sulfate Soil (ASS), Acid Rock Drainage (ARD) and Agricultural Soil
Analysis, since 2003.
SSA Qld: What is your industry/sector and how does it engage with soil issues?
MH: Laboratory Industry. We provide NATA Accredited analysis to enable informed
decision making to protect Australians and their environment.
SSA Qld: How did you come to your current position and what is your advice to early
career professionals or students looking for a foothold in the job market?
MH: I worked for about five years as a Lab Technician for the Qld Department of
Primary Industries Food Research Labs while finishing off my B.App.Sc part time. While
there I jumped from Flavour Chemistry, where I learnt gas chromatography, to the Food
Quality Lab where I learnt all about NATA analysis (both of which helped me get my job
at ALS) and the Product Development Lab which was basically a kitchen with analytical
balances. Once I completed my Degree, I started at ALS as a Volatiles Organic Chemist.
However, it wasn’t necessarily that lab experience that secured me the job at ALS – it
was actually the fact that I worked for 6 weeks on my Uni holidays pushing
wheelbarrows around at the Darra Cement Factory. ALS had then and still does a Core
Value of “Hard Work and Continuous Improvement”, so I guess I was able to show that I
was willing to work hard and I aligned with the company values.
Within a year, ALS was opening it first interstate lab in Sydney so I put my hand up to be
one of the founding members of the ALS Sydney laboratory. At that time (mid-late 90’s)
the Environmental industry in Australia was really taking off, so I progressed to Senior
Chemist and then Lab Manager within a few years. Returned to Brisbane as Lab
Manager (via a 6-month stint in Mexico) in 2003 and in 2007 became the QLD State
Manager.
My advice to early career professionals and students is to get as much diverse experience
as you can early in your career. You don’t know where your career might lead you and
any of that experience can help you along the way. Take risks, put up your hand for
challenges and put yourself out of your comfort zone.

SSA Qld: In one sentence, what is your best advice for the new generation of soil
scientists to have prosperous careers?
MH: Make sure you love what you do, even while you are in a junior role, as the
enthusiasm and interest you show will get you noticed for career opportunities.

National Agriculture Day 20 Nov 2020
To celebrate National Agriculture Day, Queensland Farmer Federation (QFF) partnered
with the Queensland Branch of Soil Science Australia (SSA) to host the ‘The Future of
Queensland’s Soils’ breakfast event at Ovolo Inchcolm Hotel, Brisbane on 20 Nov 2020.
At this breakfast, Professor Neal Menzies presented a comprehensive overview of threats
and opportunities for Queensland’s soils. Also The Hon Penelope Wensley, Former
Governor of Queensland and the current National Soils Advocate presented an update
on the status of the current National Soil Strategy. The development of a national soil
strategy was a recommendation from Major General Michael Jeffery’s most recent report
- Restore the Soil: Prosper the Nation. It highlighted that effective soil management will
significantly improve agricultural production and profitability, whilst protecting natural
resources.
This event was hold as first OGM for SSA-QLD Branch and went as livestream. Thanks to
rEvolve Services to organising this event as live stream.
Read QFF's National Agriculture Day media statement here: ow.ly/O9cq30rkShT.

From left: Prof
Neal Menzies,
The Hon Penelope
Wensley, Dr
Georgina Davis,
Dr Maryam
Esfandbod
Written by: Dr
Maryam
Esfandbod
President Soil
Science AustraliaQLD Branch

Soil Science Australia Queensland Branch
shared World Soil Day celebration across the
world!
This year’s campaign for World Soil Day is "Keep soil alive, protect soil biodiversity"
aims to raise awareness of the importance of sustaining healthy ecosystems and human
well-being. By encouraging people around the world to engage in proactively improving
soil health, the campaign also aims to fight soil biodiversity loss. If we do not act soon,
the fertility of soil will continue to be adversely affected at an alarming rate, threatening
global food supplies and food safety.
It is so important to raise the profile of healthy soils, soil management and sustainability
we need to encourage governments, universities, industries, organisations, communities
and individuals around the world to proactively engage in improving soil health.
Therefore, for the first time ever Soil Science Australia-QLD branch invited key people
from Government, Industry, Farming, Academia, Students and Community across
Australia to contribute to a Promotional video for World Soil Day 2020. I am so grateful
to those contributed to this video, in particular Assistant Minister for Waste Reduction
and Environmental Management, The Hon Trevor Evans MP. Especial thanks to General
Michael Jeffery, our former National Soil Advocate for his passions and dedication to our
Australian Soils. Blessings for his great Soul and Rest In Peace! I am deeply honoured to
dedicate this video to General Jeffery in recognition of his great contribution. The Link :
https://youtu.be/LDwKLXxTxZU
Soil Science Australia-QLD Branch would like to encourage all Australians to watch this
video, Like and Share it with their own networks. Each of us have an important role to
keep our Australian soils healthy. Always, small actions can have a significant impact on
the health of our soils for our better future, food and economy!
World Soil Day Luncheon event on 26 November 2020 at Ovolo Inchcolm
Hotel, Brisbane
On Thursday 26th November, Soil Science Australia-Queensland Branch co-hosted a
World Soil Day Luncheon event with Queensland Farmers’ Federation, Applied Network
for Recycled Organic and Waste Management (ANROWM) and Resource, Recovery,
Recycling and Re-manufacturing (4R) Waste Hub. The event was also livestreamed
across Australia and internationally. Thanks to rEvolve Services to organising this event
as live stream.
Also the event received great support through sponsorship from Soil CRC, Rocky Point
and Belgian Delight.
Special thanks to all our keynote speakers:
• The Hon Penelope Wensley, Former Governor of Queensland and the current
National Soils Advocate
• Prof Chengrong Chen Director for 4R Waste Hub from Griffith University
• Associate Prof Luke Mosley, Federal President for Soil Science Australia

•

Dr Paul Greenfield, Chair of Soil CRC

From left: Prof Sushila Chang, Prof Neal Menzies, The Hon Penelope Wensley, Dr
Maryam Esfandbod, Dr Paul Greenfield, Prof Chengrong Chen
Written by: Dr Maryam Esfandbod
President Soil Science Australia- QLD Branch

2020 Virtual Soil Judging Competition
By Cameron Leckie
Where there is a will there is a way. Despite the restrictions imposed by COVID-19, Soil
Science Australia still managed to run a soil judging competition in 2020! The key
difference being that it was a virtual event, thanks to the wonders of Zoom and the
Internet.
43 people from nine universities and two countries (Australia and New Zealand)
participated. A new category of participant was also introduced; the under-35
professional. There was a ‘training day’ held before the main event with the competition
being held on 30 November 2020.
Competition day followed a similar format to previous competitions with two group pits
and an individual pit. Each team was provided with images of a soil profile and relevant
physical and chemical data. Whilst nothing will ever replace the importance of

describing a profile in the field, this still proved to be a very useful mechanism for
learning more about soil classification.
The first placed team came from the University of Southern Queensland (David West,
Ned Skehanm Indiana Rhind and myself). The first placed individual was Apsara
Amarasinghe from the University of New England, second place went to Racheal Mura
from Southern Cross University whilst yours truly received third place. Unfortunately
the Kiwi’s took out the Trans-Tasman trophy.
Many thanks to Stephen Cattle, Carol Smith and Andrew Biggs for organising this
fantastic event.

Editor’s Note
The articles below are from the November newsletter which was not promulgated.

2020 Queensland Branch AGM
TOOWOOMBA
By Jo Owens

On the last Friday of winter, 38 members and guests gathered at Fitzy’s restaurant
in Toowoomba for our AGM and a great night was had by all! The evening began
with very happy guests mingling and catching up over drinks before being seated
for dinner. Branch President, Aaditi Dang welcomed everyone to the AGM dinner
and meeting. The private function room at Fitzy’s was the perfect venue for our
Covid friendly annual dinner.

The evening began with guests mingling and catching up over drinks before being seated at the restaurant
for the next 2 courses and the AGM meeting.

The meeting began with minutes from the previous meeting and circulation of the
attendance book. Then Branch Secretary, Cameron Leckie summarised the annual
report which described the range of activities the Queensland Branch had
organised and taken part in over the past year. These included four OGMs (with
two OGMs held online), four newsletters, soil judging competition, Qld Science
Contest, the Ron McDonald Memorial Lecture, undergraduate and postgraduate
student awards, and a soils refresher training course at Redlands.
Our Treasurer, Sunny Jacobs presented the Treasurer’s report using graphs to
illustrate the sources of income and expenses of the branch. The most significant
fund-raising event for the year was the refresher training course run in Redlands
during September 2019, raising over $4,300. Many other planned events such as
the World Science Festival and further training course were cancelled due to
COVID 19 from March for the remainder of the financial year. Sunny also reported
that membership dues for the 2020 have yet to be received by the Qld branch. He
also mentioned that online OGMs could be a good low cost option for future
OGM’s. Sunny acknowledged the administrative support services of Caroline
Stone, where she only requested $1,000 be paid by the branch and that the
balance of the contract be kept by the branch as a donation to the Qld branch.
Caroline’s generosity was gratefully acknowledged and appreciated by all
members.

Branch Secretary, Cameron Leckie, presenting the Annual Report to members and guests.

The Bruce Carey Award, awarded to a member of the Society who has made an
outstanding effort in promoting and raising the awareness of soil science in
Australia via activity with Soil Science Australia and/or the wider community, was
presented to Jim Payne in absentia. The LJH Teakle Award (Federal award) was
presented to Dr Gillian Kopittke for her work in the promotion and awareness
raising of soil science in Australia. The postgraduate award for the best thesis
concerning soils from a Queensland university supervised candidate was
presented to Yingcan Zhu. The Judging Panel for the postgraduate award this year
was Rob Loch and Mark Silburn. The Committee and members thanked Rob and
Mark for their work in judging the nominations.

Mark Silburn and Rob Loch presenting Yingcan Zhu with the Postgraduate Student Award

Members and guests catching up after a long break from social events at the AGM dinner at Fitzy’s.

The 2019–20 committee was then elected, with only one nomination per position.
Several attendees raised questions about the nomination process, as the full list of

nominated members were not circulated to the branch membership prior to the
AGM. Stirling Robertson was nominated for the position of Secretary, however as
his nomination was not received after the cutoff date of 14 August 2020, it was not
accepted. Maryam Esfandbod was installed as the new President. Georgina Davis
from the Queensland Farmers’ Federation was announced to be the new VicePresident. Veronica Dullens was appointed as Branch Secretary, Cameron Traill as
Events Administrator, Cameron Leckie as newsletter editor with other committee
members continuing on with their roles.

Some members of the 2020/2021 Queensland Branch committee in attendance from left to
right:, Cameron Traill, Aaditi Dang, Maryam Esfandbod, Sunny Jacobs, Cameron Leckie and Yingcan
Zhu

New President, Maryam Esfandbod made an address to the AGM and outlined plans for
the Queensland Branch for the next year. Aaditi Dang presented the traditional Past
President’s address, titled ’30 years and 30 things’, with an entertaining presentation on
life lessons learnt, her recent PhD study and current work at Oakey Beef Exports. The
meeting was officially ended by Aaditi Dang, with many guests remaining to catch up
and network. A heartfelt thank you to Aaditi for organising the event from all members
and guests for an enjoyable evening.

Immediate Past President, Aaditi Dang with her presentation ’30 years and 30 things’ and pictured with
parents Yash and Karuna Dang.

Members and guests having a good night at the Queensland Branch AGM in Toowoomba

Bruce Carey Award
Each year the Queensland Branch confers the Bruce Carey Award to a Branch member
for outstanding effort in promoting and raising the awareness of soil science in Australia
via activity with Soil Science Australia and the wider community.
Bruce began his career as a soil conservation extension officer with the Queensland
Department of Primary Industries in 1971. He carried out this role in Millmerran,
Goondiwindi, Emerald and Toowoomba before moving to Brisbane in 1988. His heart
remained in extension and he continued his career as a science communicator in soils
and land management. Bruce gave many soil related talks to community organisations.
He was well-known for his ability to present complex information about soils in an
interesting (and often humorous) manner. Over his career Bruce made an amazing
contribution to promoting soil conservation in Queensland for which he was a welldeserved recipient of the LJH Teakle Award in 2014.

•
•

This year Jim Payne was awarded the Bruce Carey Award. Jim
received the Bruce Carey Award in recognition of his
outstanding efforts in promoting and raising the awareness of
soil science via extension activities with Soil Science Australia
and the wider community. In the last five years Jim has
dedicated enormous amounts of time, both beforehand in
material preparation and people coordination, and then on the
day at specific events to spread the word about soils. Jim has
contributed to many soil science activities. Some of the major
activities included:
• Support to three World Science Festival (2017 – 2019). He
led the coordination for two of these and put in long hours
during the Festival at Southbank, Ipswich and Townsville.
Support to National Soil Judging Competitions, particularly the 2017 event held
in Toowoomba and the 2018 event in Canberra.
Attendance at the 21st World Congress of Soil Science held in Brazil in 2018.

Well done Jim!

.

Meet the 2020-2021 Committee
President: Dr Maryam Esfandbod
Maryam is a Business Development Manager for Recourse, Recovery,
Recycling & Remanufacturing (4R) Waste Hub at Griffith University.
She is Soil Biochemist with strong expertise and experience on
remediation of contaminated sites, soil carbon and nutrient (nitrogen)
dynamics and their interactions in agro-ecosystems, soil and water
environmental chemistry and remediation, environmental impacts of
recycled organics application in land and water and waste
management, contaminants and microplastic. She is also Co-Founder
and Executive Manager for Applied Network for Recycled Organics and Waste
Management (ANROWM) which brings State Government, Industry and End-user
together.
Vice-President: Dr Georgina Davis
Georgina is the Chief Executive Officer of Queensland Farmers’
Federation (QFF) and holds various board positions including on the
Waste Management and Resource Recovery Association (WMRR) and
Queensland’s Workplace Health and Safety Board. She is a Chartered
Environmentalist (CEnv) and a passionate advocate for healthy,
productive soils; recently also serving on the Investment Panel for
Queensland’s Land Restoration Fund (LRF).
Immediate Past President: Dr Aaditi Dang
Aaditi is a USQ graduate. Having completed her Bachelor's in
Environmental Engineering and Business at USQ, she then went onto
complete a PhD with Professor John Bennett. She completed a PhD in
Soil-specific Irrigation- Saline Sodic water as an irrigation resource in
2018. Aaditi currently work is as an Environmental Engineer at Oakey
Beef Exports and using this as an opportunity to apply her PhD findings
in industry. On a daily basis, she gets the chance to work on many
different projects, including water quality, compost issues and biogas.
Secretary: Veronica Dullens
Veronica is a Director of the Australian Industrial Ecology Network and
a member of the International Solid Waste Association, the Professional
Conference Organisers Association, the Association for Sustainability in
Business and the Institute of Community Directors Australia. Veronica
has more than 20 years’ experience in the waste and resource recovery
and not for profit sectors, including working closely with organisations in recycled
organics and agriculture. Her expertise includes marketing/communications, event
management, strategy, project management, operations, and industry consulting. She

has earnt a reputation for her extensive industry knowledge and network connections
within Australia and world-wide.
Treasurer: Sunny Jacob
Sunny started working for Queensland Government for the
Department currently known as Natural Resources, Mines and
Energy (DNRME) in 2007. This was after graduating with a Bachelor
of Engineering majoring in Agriculture from the University of
Southern Queensland. I have been with the DNRME in a number of
positions throughout the years but finally landed in my current role
with the soils group within the Resource Information and
Assessment workgroup, based in Toowoomba, in 2014. Currently, I
am also undertaking a PhD on the topic of “Using Electrical Resistivity Tomography
(ERT) technology to determine water dynamics within the landscape”. I look forward to
being a part of the SSA Qld committee to continue to provide members with the support
they need as not only soil scientists but also soil enthusiasts.
Newspaper editor: Cameron Leckie
Cameron finished an Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) majoring in
Agricultural Engineering in 2019. He is currently a PhD student at
the University of Southern Queensland. His PhD topic is investigating
the spatial variability of infiltration. He was the Queensland Branch
secretary for 2018 and 2019.

Assistant newspaper editor: Sean Muirhead
Sean is a 4th year honours student at the University of Queensland.
Originating from England and studying environmental science. His
research is focused on the development of microbial bio-fertilisers to
reduce the input and environmental impact of inorganic mineral
fertilisers.

Communication coordinator: Anne Schneider
Anne has a background in forestry (Göttingen University,
Germany), and moved to Australia to undertake a PhD in plant-soilwater interactions at UQ. Since finishing her research, Anne has
worked as an environmental consultant working on environmental
approvals, undertaking soil assessments and land rehabilitation as
well as expanding her skills to acid sulfate soils and contaminated
lands.

Event coordinator: Cameron Traill
Cameron has 30 years Queensland experience in a range of positions
and for a variety of organisations undertaking practical government,
industrial and community engineering and environmental projects.
He has been a company director and managed his own
environmental consulting business before taking up his current
Principal – Soil Science position with SLR Consulting. His
experience in the environmental field includes climate and weather
patterns; geology, topography, and soils, including acid sulfate soils, erosion and
sediment control planning, and contaminated land; terrestrial and freshwater flora and
fauna; and water quality and quantity. Cameron’s experience in these environmental
disciplines has included state of environment assessment and reporting; catchment and
environmental management planning; environmental impact and risk assessment;
construction management planning; approvals; and environmental compliance
monitoring and auditing
Assistant Event Coordinator: Dr Yingcan Zhu
Yingcan Zhu is a Post-Doc fellow at the University of
Southern Queensland, Centre for Sustainable Agricultural
Systems. Her PhD research focuses on the investigation and
quantification the controlling mechanisms of structural
stability in magnesic soils, where soils contain high amounts
of magnesium either in the soil solution and/or on the
exchange sites. This research is based on the fundamental
study of colloidal interactions between Mg and other major cations in a range of soils
with different physicochemical properties which is important for precise management
for increased productivity.

Assistant Event Coordinator: Claudia Tang
Claudia is an Environmental Science Honours Student at the University
of Queensland, where her research studies the performance of
Enhanced Efficiency Nitrogen Fertilizers on irrigated maize, using
ground-based and airborne remotely sensed measurements. Upon
graduating at the end of 2020, Claudia hopes to continue exploring the
unique characteristics and diversity of soils, as well as their
management and conservation.
Central Queensland representative: Dr Ashfaque Chowdhury
Ashfaque Chowdhury is the academic lead, engineering foundation at
the school of engineering and technology, CQUniversity. With his
mechanical engineering background, Ashfaque is keen to develop a
synergy between the engineering practitioners and soil scientists
during his tenure as
North Queensland representative: Shannon O’Brien
Shannon is an Extension Agronomist for HCPSL (Herbert Cane
Productivity Services Limited) based in Ingham. She is passionate
about developing creative and innovation methods to extend soil
health and the beneficial outcomes to growers and their on-farm
management practices.

Far North Queensland representative: Peter Spies
Peter is an Agricultural Consultant with Thomas Elder Consulting. My
specialty interest with soils is soil biology, soil carbon sequestration, soil
conservation (erosion structures), soil classification/mapping and
general agronomy – particularly pastures and fertilizer use efficiency.
He is an Accredited Agricultural Adviser for Reef and for Carbon
Farming. In his spare time Peter breeds stud beef cattle. Originally
hailing from the Darling Downs, Peter has lived in north Queensland
since 1996 and resides on the Atherton Tablelands.
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Great PHD Scholarship Opportunities!

PhD scholarships available from Environmental Biogeochemistry Research
Laboratory, School of Environment and Science, Griffith University,
Australia
Three full PhD scholarships ($28k - $30k per annum) are available through the
Environmental Biogeochemistry Research Laboratory (Griffith University) in the areas of
soil ecosystem function and health, fire ecology and soil carbon storage and soil moisture
retention materials and drought mitigation. These PhD projects will be based on Nathan
Campus, Griffith University and scholarships will be provided through collaborative
projects with Australian Research Council, Soil CRC and Griffith University. It is also
expected that the candidates have a minimum 2A honours degree (equivalent degree,
MSc, MPhil) in the areas of Soil Science. Environmental Science, Material Science,
Microbiology or Applied Chemistry, preferably with refereed scientific publications. The
commencement date can vary from 1 Feb 2021-1 Jun 2021. For further enquiries, please
contact Prof Chengrong Chen, School of Environment and Science, Griffith University,
Nathan Qld 4111. Email: c.chen@griffith.edu.au. Phone: +61-7-37357494.
1. Fire ecology – How does fire alter the long-term soil carbon storage and response
to global warming? (funded by Australian Research Council Discovery Project & Griffith
University). Fire has modified over ~40% of the Earth’s land surface and affects ca. 4-10%
of Australian land area annually. Globally, wildfire frequency is expected to increase under
a warming climate. Fire can have significant impact on soil carbon (C) stock, nature and
dynamics, but the feedback of fire-driven soil carbon dynamics to climate/ global warming
is largely unknown. This project aims to reveal the impacts of long-term fires on soil carbon
stocks and global response patterns of carbon pools to warming across different biomes
and associated chemical and biological mechanisms.
2. Enhancing soil resilience to alkaline sodicity and acidity constraints to improve
soil productivity (funded by Soil CRC). This project will address the critical agricultural
industry issues in assessing soil biological resilience to the key soil chemical constraints
(e.g., alkaline sodicity and acidity), which has not been yet adequately defined in the
current soil health assessment, for improving soil productivity. This project will develop a
novel but practical framework for assessing the functional resilience of soil biological
system against these constraints. This project will work closely with the CRC Soils
industry partners and the assessment protocols produced in this project would have
broader application across Australian grower group networks and agricultural industries.

3. Developing clay- and organic-based materials for soil moisture retention to
mitigate the drought (funded Soil CRC & Griffith University)
Drought has been a feature of the Australian climate throughout its recorded history.
Periodic drought is likely to produce rapid, profound and long‐lasting effects on
agroecosystems. Improving soil moisture (particularly rhizosphere) retention and
increasing seed germination rate are critical measures for Australian farmers to maintain
agricultural production under dry conditions. This PhD Project aims to design and
synthesise novel, high moisture-retaining organic- and clay-based materials through
specific modification to mitigate drought condition and improve soil productivity.

For further enquiries, please contact Prof Chengrong Chen, School of
Environment and Science, Griffith University, Nathan Qld 4111.
Email: c.chen@griffith.edu.au. Phone: +61-7-37357494.

Come and join us the 1st Conference Series of 3rd Bi-annual conference of the Resource
Recovery, Recycling & Re-manufacturing (4R) Research Hub (4R Waste Hub) on Sustainable
Packaging by world experts Prof Pierre Pienaar, President WPO World Packaging Organization
and Ms Dominique Lamb, CEO National Retail Association. This conference series will bring
together delegates from multiple sectors including business, industry, government, universities,
consulting and more to present and discuss advances, new discoveries in business, policies and
research results regarding waste and organic waste issues and how we can support reduce,
reuse and recycle processes.
Date & Time 1:30pm for a 2:00pm start - 5:00pm on Wednesday 31 March 2021
Ticket Fee Earlybird (by 24 March): $70 inc GST; Late (from 25 March) $100 inc GST; Online attendance also available
Location Griffith University EcoCentre; 170 Kessels Rd, Nathan QLD 4111
Includes Tea & coffee during the afternoon with drinks and canapes served at the conclusion
CLICK HERE TO REGISTER NOW

